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Balancing the undead priest in World of Warcraft is similar to modern
Warcraft

If you choose to balance the undead in the classics, you will be born in the Shadow Grave, a lonely crypt at the top of the
Deathknell cemetery. When you are outside talking to Undertaker Mordo, you will find your first mission, GameMS offers a large
number of Classic WoW Gold for players to choose players which will lead you to the church to meet with Shadow Priest Davis,
who will give you the first ‘killing’ mission.
Modern Warcraft is slightly different; instead of laying eggs in the cellar, you ‘wake up’ in front of Val’kyr Agatha. You will notice
that some Val’kyr is now patrolling around the cemetery, and Classic does not exist, probably because of the events that the Lich
King immediately occurred after the death of the Icecrown. Once you accept Agatha’s mission, you will be sent to talk to
Undertaker Mordo, who will take you from the Shadow Grave - a nod to the classic - and then give you the first killing mission.
In classic and modern Warcraft, your only destructive spell is Level 1 Smite, and each enemy needs about the same number of
characters to defeat, assuming they are not resistant. You can Buy WoW Classic Gold from GameMS now and enjoy more
benefits. In the classics, Smite has a significant mana cost, so each enemy consumes about half of your mana, causing some
downtime.
In terms of skill, the classic lets you buy Power Word: Fortitude-oof, which has a mana cost of level 1, and Shadow Word: Pain and
the level of the the the the the the the In modern Warcraft, Shadow Word: Pain is automatically added to your skill book at level 3,
and you will receive level 5 lightning therapy. You will also find that you can sell your grey items frequently, if any, without
stopping the supplier. You start with the same backpack size, but Hyundai Warcraft has less trash.

